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INTRODUCTION
Interaction with other products is often an essential part in a product's existence, since such product relationships may influence the actions of producers, vendors but mostly customers. Common examples for such relations are two products competing for the same market segment or products that complement each other (a main product and an accessory). Having knowledge about the existence of these relations enables a customer to change his shopping behavior in order to get the best deal for himself, could trigger producers to draw more attraction to one of their products or may help vendors to have a better overview on a market segment in order to properly assemble their offers.
Today, such relations are either mined manually using expert knowledge or depend on shopping histories such as "frequently bought together" or "What do customers ultimately buy after viewing this item?" (examples from amazon.com). But in many product information systems (especially in federated PIS), this information is often not available. Furthermore, shopping histories are not able to identify all possible product relationship nor is it possible to correctly classify connections. All the information necessary to find and classify such relations is available on the Web, but distributed along different websites and often unstructured (e.g., a newspaper article about Windows 7 being the successor of Windows Vista).
This leads to the following research question: Is it possible to find and classify connections between products in an automated, efficient way, relying on information from the public Web only? The term efficient implies that we do not want to check each available product pair for a possible relationship, as this causes a quadratic growth of tests with a growing number of products. Thus we have to find a method that has only linear or even logarithmic complexity. This paper contributes detailed algorithms to find product relationships efficiently using only groups of product names as input (Section 4). The approach uses semantic relatedness of products as well as keyword similarity of product descriptions as useful indicators of product relationships. Furthermore, in Section 5 we provide a methodology to classify these connections using a combination of neural network and decision trees. The evaluation in Section 6 shows the feasibility of our approach.
Finding and classifying product relationships is an important research topic with many promising application scenarios. Up to our best knowledge, no current system is however able to automatically discover and describe product relationships as proposed in this paper.
A well known related area are recommender systems that are nowadays commonly found in all large online shops such as Amazon or Buy.com. A decent overview on the state of the art in this field can be found in [Adomavicius and A., 2005] . The authors interpret recommender systems as a way to help customers deal with the information overload caused by modern information technology. Other sources like [Han and Karypis, 2005] show that deploying a decent reommender system may directly result in a commercial gain. Traditionally these systems mainly fall into the two categories Content-Based-Filtering (CBF) or Collaborative Filtering (CF).
CBF suggests items from different categories based upon the similarity of the currently viewed item X to each item category [van Meteren and van Someren M., 2000] . Such systems requires an itemto-category similarity matrix which is usually built by analyzing items' textual descriptions. CF or peopleto-people correlation [Schafer et al., 1999] recommends items to users based on what other people with similar interests found interesting, so it does not directly relate products but people. Besides these two approaches there exist many systems that try to combine them like Amazon's modern appraoch in [Linden et al., 2003] or [Shen et al., 2007] where the user provides an initial scenario which is then matched to previous choices of other users. These systems have in common that, in the eyes of a user, they appear to relate products to each other. In contrast to our system this relation is however not based on relevance semantics (Product A is relevant to Product B) but shopping behaviour and does not further explain the relationships, either.
Another class of interesting systems are Product Comparison Agents (PCA), online applications that retrieve, process and re-format product information to aid a customer's decision making process [Wan et al., 2007] . A prime example is CNetShopper.com [CBS interactive, 2010] where a product is related to similar ones and popular accessories. The website also offers a detailed comparison tool that relates products on the level of features. A shortcomming of most PCA systems is however that they do not gather data automatically from independent sources but rely on manually tagged data sources.
A different type of product comparison is done by [Liu et al., 2005] and [Kawamura et al., 2008] . Both systems extract customer opinions on products' features and then compare products to each other, based on these opinions, feature by feature. While the first system extracts from rather well known sources such as CNet reviews, the second one is able to extract opinions from random blogs, a characteristic that makes it very powerful and interesting for this work.
A rather new subfield of Information Extraction (IE) is Relationship Extraction (RE) [Bach and Badaskar, 2007] , whose task is to extract related entities from documents and eventually also specify the relationship that holds between them. The TextRunner system with its underlying theory is a famous example of state of the art work in that area. It uses two input terms and searches large document collections in order to extract text pieces that relate the terms. Up to now the system does not interpret its results semantically. In [Schutz and Buitelaar, 2005 ] the authors present an interesting system that searches documents from soccer game news tickers in order to extract relationship triples containing two concept terms and the relation between them. Both systems are very unique and interesting but do not yet provide enough foundation for the task of this work, as they either are incapable of semantic interpretation of relations or are too fixed on a special domain and therefore bound to a specific textual representation of relationship facts.
MAIN CONCEPT
Our concept for relationship classification consists of the three main steps of 1. Setting up a hierarchically clustered product tree, 2. Dicovering connections between these products, 3. Classifying the product relationships found in step 2.
The rationale behind the first step is to limit the number of necessary comparison operations by exploiting relatedness of products. It is though very unlikely to find any connection between a digital camera and stilettos so it does make sense to cluster products before finding relationships between them. This can be done either using an existing hierarchical classification like the Amazon catalogue classification or without any dependency on external classification schemes using k-means clustering. The latter approach was used for the prototype implementation shown in Section 6. We describe this method in a separate companion paper.
In this paper we focus on steps 2 and 3, i.e., connection discovery and classification. These steps do not depend on how the hierarchical clusters where built in step 1. Thus we only assume to already have a hierarchically clustered network of products (product name, producer name and price) as a starting point. Producer name and price are only needed for connection classification, so product names are sufficient to find the product links in the first place.
CONNECTION DISCOVERY
The central question to be asked for discovering connections between products is where and how do product relationships usually occur? Many related products tend to be quite similar such as they might both be phones with similar features, music from the same band, or clothes of similar style. Other product relationships occur between products that complement each other such as batteries for a phone, lenses for a camera, or pants that fit with a set of shirts.
We transfer this model to a two-staged approach for connection discovery. In the first stage we try to identify the primary link structure between similar products in the clusters as mentioned before. In the second stage we use these connections to discover secondary links crossing the boundaries of the clusters.
Primary Link Structure
To detect the primary link structure, there are two main tasks to be solved: A heuristics to select the most promising relationship candidates for each product from the product network and a test to measure the relevance of a connection between two products.
As can be seen in Algorithm 1, we first try to find relevant groups on the same level in the tree as the group R the actual product p belongs to. We pick all these candidate groups and test a random sample of products from each group against a sample of products from R to check for group similarity (line 9). If the average similarity of the sample products passes the threshold t, the group is added to the relevant groups H (lines 10-12). Finally, all products in all groups of H are tested for similarity again to further reduce the candidate set (lines 14-18). Only those products that again pass the threshold t make it to the next stage. At the end, each remaining candidate is extensively checked against product p to examine the actual product relationships (lines 19-21).
The algorithm mentions two testing functions similarityTest(x, y) and relationTest(x, y). The forAlgorithm 1 Detecting primary link structure.
1: p = product to test; 2: R = leaf group p belongs to; 3: relevant products P = {}; 4: relevant groups H = {R}; 5: t = similarity threshold; 6: Pick n representative products R from R; 7: for all groups S i on lowest tree level do 8:
Pick n representative products S i from S i ; 9: 
mer is an easy-to-compute function giving a first but not at all sufficient indication of product relationships. The second function relationTest involves calls to Web search engine APIs and is very reliable but time-consuming. Our main idea is thus to use similarityTest to reduce the number of candidates and finally use the more reliable relationTest only on this smaller set. We describe both algorithms in detail starting with similarityTest (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 is based on the idea of content similarity, or more precisely, the non-weighted keyword similarity of two collections of web pages describing the two products to compare. The keyword indexes have to be computed only once per product, i.e., when the product network is initialized at the beginning or when a new product is added to the network. Once the indexes are built, only lines 16 to 18 have to be processed to test the similarity of two products.
A reference index Index re f is needed to weigh the keywords in analogy to the TF-IDF measure [Singhal et al., 1996] . This index is built using a Web random sampling tool like NLSampler [Schuster and Schill, 2007] and by building up a generic text index like Lucene [Apache Foundation, 2009] . The index holds the occurence frequency for each word that appears in the collected documents. This task is only executed once when a product relationship network is created, at the very beginning.
The indexes Index a and Index b for products a and b are built using a sample of pages describing the reAlgorithm 2 Testing product similarity (similarityTest). 
spective product (lines 5 and 13). This sample is not chosen randomly but selected with the help of a web search index like Yahoo! Search. Our method uses a product's name as the search query and then retrieves the top n ranked documents. A number of n = 50 has shown to be an adequate sample size concerning method quality and performance. The index vectors Index a and Index b do not contain absolute frequency values. The frequency for each word is divided by the frequency of word word i in the reference index (lines 7 and 13). The actual comparison in lines 16 to 18 defines two sets of keywords K a and K b each with the top m keywords of the product indices. As result of similarityTest(a, b), the number of keywords occuring in both sets divided by the total number m of keywords in each of the sets is returned. This results in a number between 0 and 1 indicating the level of keyword similarity between products a and b.
The function relationTest(x, y) performs a number of different tests as can be seen in Algorithm 3. It is modeled after the idea of semantic relatedness and combines this measure with the similarity. The method requires a search engine API like Yahoo! Search Boss [Yahoo! Inc., 2010] . It gathers the number of total hits of search requests for each of the individual product names (lines 1 and 2), as well as the number of their common hits (line 3). The semantic relatedness d rel is then calculated as the fraction of the number of documents where both products occur and the minimum number of total documents with one of the products. If two products are unrelated, it is very unlikely that they are discussed together in many web documents, thus d rel will be very small. However, if they are in fact related the product names will occur together more frequently which will naturally result in a larger semantic relatedness. At the end of relationTest, d rel is combined with similarityTest using arithmetic mean. The resulting number w link refers to the link weight of the connection between both products. The principle ideas is, that two related products will show a high semantic relatedness, or a high similarity, or even both. The system holds a threshold value t linkweight , which defines the minimum weight a relationship must have to be considered relevant. By increasing the threshold t linkweight , we can increase the recall of the system (finding more links) but meanwhile decreasing the precision (finding more false connections).
Algorithm 3 Testing product connections (relationTest).
1: a = number of search index hits for product x; 2: b = number of search index hits for product y; 3: s = number of search index hits for "x AND y";
return true; 8: end if 9: return false;
Secondary Link Structure
Creating the secondary link structure is the second big part of the link discovery. Our approach for detecting primary links relies on group similarity and works quite well to identify groups of highly similar products and their neighbors but it fails in finding non-similar but related groups like mobile phones and their batteries. We could discover connections between such products using relationTest (Algorithm 3) between each pair of products but this is very timeconsuming and should be carried out only on a reduced set of promising candidates.
The main idea of determining secondary link structure is to use the network from the primary link detection and test for transitivity relations. Thus, if a product A links to product B and product B links to product C there is a high probability of finding a direct connection between A and C. As can be seen in Figure 1 , this is done using a tree search. The algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 4. It keeps a list l open of all nodes (products) that still need to be examined and a closed list l closed to remember all products that have already been examined. Additionally, the method also keeps a candidate list l candidate . In this list it stores all potential indirect connections that were encountered on the way. The fourth list l connected is only used temporarily to identify all nodes connected to the node currently processed.
In each iteration, the algorithm picks the first item from l open until it is empty (lines 7 and 8). The similitarityTest mentioned above is used again to check for a potential connection from the input prod- All nodes that reached the temporary open list l open also make it to the permanent candidate list l candidate (line 11). These nodes are finally tested against the product p (lines 22-26) to find secondary connections using the time-consuming relationTest as described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 4 is a very effective approach to discover relevant but hard to find relationships. It has clear advantages over naïve solutions such as increasing the amount of candidates for the primary link tests. It is quite easy to implement and if implemented with care does not cause much additional computation.
Improving Discovery Rates
One potential problem of the algorithms presented above is that certain very rare relationships might never be discovered. This results from the way the primary and secondary link structures interact. If a product does not get connected to anything else within the primary link structure the second step will not be able to discover any distant but relevant connections for it either. Hence, if a product does not get linked into the primary link structure it will never be linked to anything. Therefore a modification of the algorithms can be used to try to link each product first to at least one product before starting with Algorithm 4. This attempt to improve the recall intentionally lowers the threshold t linkweight in Algorithm 3 step by step, thus accepting a number of irrelevant connections that may lead to relevant connections using Algorithm 4 afterwards. Later, all found connections may be tested with Algorithm 3 again (but this time with a proper value for t linkweight ) to filter out irrelevant connections. This may lead to a strong improvement of the quality of the link detection at the price of additional computation. When implementing the approach described here one should thus optionally decide to use this pre-and post-processing and vary the threshold parameters according to the concrete requirements.
CONNECTION CLASSIFICATION
While the previous section explained methods for discovering and creating connections between prod- ucts this section deals with the semantics of product relationships. A connection can have such diverse semantics as successor or incompatible product. Thus, the semantics is an essential part of the product relationship network as the user may ask different questions such as "Is there a successor of product A?", "What types of accessory products are available for product B?". Before we define a method for classifying connections, we first define the types of connections we want to distinguish.
Product Meta Relationships
We call these connection types meta relationships as they are rather general and occur in nearly all potential product domains. Unfortunately, there is only little reference as to how product relationships can be described. Online shops often use marketing terms like cross-sells or up-sells, while other systems use domain-specific connection types. As can be seen in Figure 2 , a product connection can be first classified to be one of the main types alternative product or complementary product. We further divide the class of alternative products to be either competitor products, competing for the same market segment or successor/predecessor products of the same producer.
Complementary products may be of the type accessory or incompatible products.
Classification Criteria
The classification concept requires a number of tests to be executed in order to decide for the correct meta relationship of a connection. Thus we define the following tests: Product Name, Price, Similarity The first crierion used for connection classification is the product name. In some cases the names of the involved products already indicate a lot about their relationship. One example for this is the product name "premium messenger bag carrying case for Nintendo Wii console" as it occured in the product training set used for developing the algorithms and methods described in this paper. The relationship between the two products is already identified and actually even completely explained in the name of this product. Such patterns occur frequently in different product domains and can be used as one feature for connection classification.
The next important information to classify a product link is the price of the two products. If the methods described here are used in online shops, the price is already part of the input product set. Thus we assume the price to be available as an input parameter. Gathering average prices from the Web is difficult as there are a lot of advertisements and identification of the correct product is often error-prone.
Additionally, the item similarity as calculated in Algorithm 2 can be used as a feature for the classification.
Date of Market Entry
Another remarkable attribute of a product is the date a product was introduced to the market. It is especially important for classification of the successor and predecessor relationships. Natural language pre-processing (e.g., using LingPipe [Alias-I, 2009 ]) allows to extract years from texts quite reliably. We use this functionality to build an index of years from product documents similar to the general word index in Algorithm 2. The oldest year from the index with a certain frequency threshold is returned as the year of market entry.
Product Manufacturer
The product manufacturer name is necessary to check if two products are manufactured by the same company. We assume this information to be already available in the input product set.
Hierarchical Distance
As we order products hierachically, the distance in the hierarchy can also be used as a classification feature. The hierarchical distance of two products a and b thus refers to the number of steps it takes to reach product b in the tree starting at product a.
Language Indicators
If search engine indexes are queried using a conjunctive query containing the product names of a and b, the result set contains links to documents describing both products in a sample document. Sometimes such documents contain phrases describing the nature of the link between the two products such as "Playstation 3 Versus Nintendo Wii: Which is Right for You" or "Zune HD is a better choice than iPod Touch". While the phrase "better choice" in the latter example only represents the opinion of this one web source and can not be interpreted as a fact without understanding its whole context, it is possible to interpret it as a clue to the information that Zune HD and iPod Touch are alternative products.
Research on relationships in natural language has indicated that most relationships are expressed in text pieces in between two entities. The method used here extracts key phrases used between the two products a and b and compares them to terms frequently used for describing the four different relationship classes.
Semantic Relatedness
The semantic relatedness as defined in Algorithm 3 can be modified to not only indicate the degree of relatedness but also the roles of the two partners within this relation. If we measure the shared search engine hits for the query "a AND b" compared to the total hits returned for "a" as well as for "b", the two numbers indicate the relevance of the relationship for each one of the products individually. With the help of these values it is possible to determine the roles in a relationship, i.e., which product is the main product and which one is the accessory in an accessory relationship.
Classification
As can be seen in Figure 3 , we use a combination of a neural network and decision trees for classification of product relationships. It turned out during testing that the four criteria product similarity, hierarchical distance, price similarity, and link weight are best appropriate to distinguish between the two main classes alternative and complementary product. The network has to be trained with a labelled training set where the label 0 is used for alternative products and the label 1 for complementary products. After training phase, the network returns a value between 0 and 1 for each new product pair and we define the threshold to be 0.5. We chose for the neural network as the interaction between the four criteria is very complex and thus vector distance measures or decision trees do not perform well for this problem.
The further refinement of the two main classes at the next level is more straightforward. We use specialized decision trees to decide for either competitor vs. successor/predecessor or accessory vs. incompatible product. The different criteria used are described in Figure 3 . Both decision trees contain the possibility to reject the decision if there is not enough evidence. Though the result of the overall classification process is either one of the four classes of the lower layer or one of the two classes of the upper layer.
EVALUATION
To evaluate the concepts presented here we took a two-staged approach. We first implemented the algorithms in a prototype implementation visualising the product relationship networks and thus enabling human users to assess the usefulness of such a system. In a second phase we did several runs on a test collection to assess the measurable quality (precision/recall) of the algorithms.
Implementation
Our implementation is a protoype programmed in Java using the Processing framework [Fry and Casey, 2010] to visualize the product relationship network. The coarse layout is split into two applications, one web application to configure the system and to present the results, and one larger management application that is responsible for building and maintaining the networks. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the prototype implementation. The management interface can be reached by a link (1) where new products can be added to the network. The relationship network is then updated for each new product. The right part of the screen (2) contains a search form and displays the search results. In the example all products in the network containing "play" are shown. If the user clicks on an instance (here "XBox 360 60 GB console") 
Relationship Discovery Effectiveness
To measure the quality of the relationship discovery algorithms, a dataset consisting of 150 products containing 630 relevant relationships was used. The products originated from 7 different product groups: digital cameras, gaming consoles, mp3 players, mobile phones, shoes, notebooks and software. Each group's share in the dataset is between 7% and 23%. The relevance assessment for the gold standard was done manually starting from a test run of the system with parameters set to produce a very high recall of around 4000 product links that were manually downsized to 630 actually relevant connections. Figure 5 shows the results from different test runs with the parameter minimal link weight set between 0.2 and 0.5. The diagram shows three curves, one for the recall, another for the precision and the last is the F 1 score as the harmonic mean between the two. These are the standard measures in evaluation of IR systems [Manning et al., 2008] . In our scenario the recall refers to the fraction of relevant product links found by the algorithms while precision means the fraction of relevant product links among the product links found.
Thus, if we increase the minimal link weight necessary to classify a link as relevant, more product links are recognized by the system. But also the number of false positives increases lowering the precision. If we take the F 1 measure as the metric to decide which link weight performs best, the optimal value is at w = 0.36. At this point the F 1 measure is 0.69, the precision reaches 0.78 and the recall 0.61.
While these results are already good regarding the unprecise, heterogeneous and often contradictionary information about product relations in the Web, we made an in-depth error analysis to identify the best candidates for further improvement. The distribution of errors is very uneven among the different categories, e.g., gaming consoles account for 50% of the false positives while only 21% of the products where gaming consoles. On the other hand, relations between MP3 players where quite hard to find: almost 50% of the false negatives result from MP3 players while they make only 23% of the product collection. If we remove gaming consoles from the network, we get an optimal configuration with F 1 =0.8, recall=0.84 and precision=0.76. Interestingly, if the network consists only of gaming consoles we also reach quite good scores with F 1 , recall and precision all being 0.78. This example shows that relationship discovery is highly domain-dependent and a domain-neutral classification is not likely to reach more than the roughly 70% efficiency (F 1 measure) shown above. But if we restrict the network to special product domains, 80% efficiency and more can be reached easily. Thus the algorithms are of better use if applied inside a product information system specializing on a product domain (like special online stores). But nevertheless the domain-independent efficiency is good enough to provide an added value for many application areas of product information systems.
Relationship Discovery Efficiency
Besides presenting methods for finding product relationships, one major goal of our approach is to be far more efficient than the baseline approach of compar- ing each product with each other product to find a link. Thus we measured the number of tests necessary with different number of products in the test set. The results are shown in Figure 6 .
As can be seen in the graph the number of tests increases linearily with the number of links in the network and is always far below the baseline approach. The baseline approach shows quadratic growth, thus for a network of 150 products, the baseline approach already needs more than 10 times (11250) as much tests than our approach (968).
Relationship Classification Effectiveness
The quality of the relationship classification was evaluated with the same dataset as the discovery. All entries were additionaly tagged with a target classification. The prototype implementation was then used to classify all entries itself and the outcome was compared to the gold standard. The results are described in Figure 7 . We present our results divided into four central measurements, the overall classification accuracy (presents the classification quality of the system as a whole), the accuracy of the second classification step using the decision trees and two measurements representing the accuracy of each decision tree by itself. The last three measurements are meant to precisely indicate strenghts and weaknesses of the system. Each bar does not only show the total accuracy, but also clearly distinguish the kinds of mistakes that were made.
Our analysis based on these results showed that the system's classification already performs remarkably well, with an overall accuracy of about 60 percent. Especially the first stage of the classification (using the neural network) performs very well, with an accuracy of slightly over 90 percent. In fact the system only made very little critical mistakes. Most mistakes were done by not being able to further specialize a classification and less than 10 percent of its mistakes were done by falsely specializing a classification, leading to an erroneous class assignment.
Analysis of the results from measuring the decision trees' individual accuracy showed that the alternative decision tree branch is responsible for most mistakes. The results indicate some problems with its specialization design, so improvements at this point could potentially boost the overall accuracy significantly.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Based on the assumption that product relationships can be found and classified using information from the public Web only, we presented algorithms and methods to carry out this complex Web information extraction task starting with a hierachically clustered tree of product names.
The link discovery algorithms presented in Section 4 are the main contribution of this paper and thus described in a very detailed manner to enable the readers to implement this method in their own product information systems. We believe that this method is quite powerful and unique and despite its current prototypical status the results of our evaluation have been very positive with precision and recall values being above 0.7 even for the hard to solve general case of finding relationships in diverse product categories.
The connection classification part as provided in Section 5 leaves more room for discussion as this is a first step towards giving product relations a meaning based on information available in the Web. The main contribution here is the description of features used for classifying product relations and the layered approach of first assessing a main category (alternative or complementary) and then using a specialized classification method. We choose the combined approach of neural networks and decision trees based on our experience and some basic tests with our test set. It is beyond the scope of this paper if other classfication methods like Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) or Support Vector Machines (SVM) would further improve the results of these steps.
Especially in terms of scalability the design fulfilled its purpose by operating way faster than an ordinary brute-force approach, causing at most a linear growth of computation effort.
The approach offers many possibilities for future reasearch. It would be very interesting to especially invest more work into advancing the classification approach to become more open, if not completely selflearning. Such a system would not require pre-defined relationship classes anymore but could learn them itself, maybe based upon a sizeable tagged set of examples.
In fact, the latter suggestion provokes the question if our approach might be applicable for finding and describing relationships outside the product domain, too. Except of our classification design, all other parts are already product independent (meaning they require no product-specific background knowledge). First small tests have indicated that with additional work the method may indeed be used to find relationships between all entities that are sufficiently discussed in open document collections like the Web.
